The Pell Grant is the nation’s foundational investment in higher education and helps nearly seven million students attend and complete college annually.

According to a national survey by GBAO on behalf of NAICU, 75% of Americans support doubling the Pell Grant. The survey also shows that, even in a time of hyper-partisanship, the Pell Grant has broad, bipartisan support.

Sixty five percent of voters say they support the Pell Grant program, and not only is support high, but opposition is almost non-existent (5%).
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INCREASING THE PELL GRANT ENJOYS STRONG BIPARTISAN SUPPORT

Support “Expanding” Pell

77% Republicans
91% Democrats

Support “Doubling” Pell

66% Republicans
88% Democrats

SUPPORT FOR THE PELL GRANT IS WIDESPREAD AND TRANSCENDS EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT.

While voters of color are initially more familiar with Pell, support for the program and for expanding it transcends demographics.

Support for the Pell Grant Among White Voters

62% Voters without four-year College Degrees
68% College Graduates

Support for the Pell Grant among Voters of Color

66% Voters without four-year College Degrees
69% College Graduates

Methodology: Survey was conducted by GBAO on behalf of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities. These results are drawn from a survey of 1,000 registered voters, interviewed via online web panel between November 11-15, 2021.